AMRITSAR POLICE DISTRIBUTES FOOD TO NEEDY PERSONS

Amritsar: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Amritsar. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Amritsar Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

A.S.I. Daljit Singh posted in Police Station Gate Hakima, Amritsar City is continuing his work to help the needy people and distributed food stuff, safety equipment and children notebooks, pen/pencils, erasers & sharpner etc. He is performing this service right from the commencement of the lockdown. He started his service without any financial help & thereafter some N.G.O.’s joined him in this noble cause.
FAZILKA POLICE RECOVERED 144 BOTTLES OF ENGLISH WINE AND 120 BOTTLES OF DESI LIQUOR.

Fazilka: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Fazilka. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Fazilka Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:

District Police Fazilka has taken strict action against curfew violators. In this regard, total 60 Challans have been issued for violating the curfew norms in the District.

During Lockdown, on the guidelines of Harjeet Singh SSP Fazilka, various Police Parties destroyed 12500 Litres illicit liquor and recovered 217 bottles liquor and 2 Chalu Bhathi.

SHO PS Vairoke destroyed 8,000 litres of illicit liquor, whereas 2000 litres of illicit liquor and 1 Chalu Bhathi was recovered. Inspector Kuldeep Sharma SHO posted at PS Vairoke also destroyed illicit liquor. Police Station Sadar Fazilka recovered 35 Bottles wine and destroyed 200 Litres of illicit liquor. 2 FIRs have been registered in this regard.

Police Station City Fazilka recovered 144 Bottles English wine and 120 bottles Desi liquor. PS SDR Jalalabad destroyed 1300 litres of illicit liquor and recovered 50 bottles Desi liquor with 1 Chalu Bhathi. 2 FIRs have been registered in this regard. PS Arniwala destroyed 1000 Litres illicit liquor recovered 28 bottles Desi liquor.
FEROZEPUR POLICE TAKES PREVENTIVE STEPS TO MAINTAIN LAW AND ORDER

Ferozepur: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Ferozpur. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Ferozepur Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

District Ferozepur Police is maintaining the law and order situation and prevention of crime. He is take preventive measures to ensure peace in the district. He has to make adequate police arrangements during lockdown and registered FIR’s for violating the orders of DC Ferozepur. During the Lockdown violators are being challaned and their vehicles are being impounded.

During the lockdown in District Ferozepur, Mallanwala Police Station distributed fruits and clothes to the children of poor families and the police personnel asked the people to take precautions to avoid Corona Virus disease.

District Ferozepur Police have been insure to strictly follow the guidelines of lockdown at markets, shops, banks etc.

“May I help you” team of district police Ferozepur is regularly supplying food, dry ration along with drinking water and other essential commodities for the needy and poor people in slum areas.
Hoshiarpur: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Hoshiarpur. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Hoshiarpur Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

Hoshiarpur Police has taken very serious action against the curfew violators and has issued **13 Challans** for violating Curfew orders.

Under the Guidelines of Sh. Gaurav Garg, IPS Senior Superintendent of Police, Hoshiarpur, Smt. Manjeet Saini, PPS SP (PBI, OCCU & Narcotics) has initiated about **500 Police Volunteer Services (HPR VTR)**, as helping hands in this time of Pandemic. Total 689 deliveries have been done by the Police Volunteers on 18.05.2020.
JALANDHAR POLICE DISTRIBUTES DRY RATION TO POOR PERSONS

Jalandhar: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Jalandhar. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Jalandhar Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:

Commissionerate Police has taken very serious action against the lockdown violators. 08 FIR's(include without mask-02) registered and 11 Arrests have been made. 28 vehicles have been impounded and Commissionerate of Police has issued 523 challans for violating the curfew norms in the city.

To enforce the Excise Policy strictly, 15 FIR's registered under Excise Act and 15 arrests have been made with the recovery of 1,96,500 ml illicit liquor. To stop bootlegging, Commissionerate police enforced preventive action u/s 110 Cr.P.C against 09 Persons.

Five Shramik Express Trains with 5638 migrants were chugged off from Jalandhar to Arariya (Bihar), Purnia (Bihar), Jaunpur (Utar Pardesh), Lucknow (Utar Pardesh) and Faizabad (Utar Pardesh) respectively as Sh. Gurpreet Singh Bhullar, IPS Commissioner of Police, Jalandhar has already made elaborate arrangements for the smooth boarding of the migrants for the train. At the Railway Station, they were boarded into the trains while maintaining social distance and a team of health department was specially deployed to ensure the medical screening of every passenger.

Dry Ration to 206 families and cooked food to 3807 persons have been provided by Commissionerate Police, Jalandhar

Security Forces led by Sh. Varinder Kumar Sharma IAS, Deputy Commissioner, Jalandhar, Sh. Gurpreet Singh Bhullar, IPS Commissioner of Police, Jalandhar and Sh. Navjot Singh Mahal, Senior Superintendent of Police,
Jalandhar (Rural), conducted flag march in various parts of the city and reviewed the law and order situation. 112 teams of the Health department today conducted door to door survey of 8730 houses during which 36476 persons were screened.

LUDHIANA POLICE SET UP MIGRANT HELP DESKS AT DIFFERENT PLACES IN ALL POLICE STATIONS

Ludhiana: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Ludhiana. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Ludhiana Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

The Ludhiana administration is sending thousands of migrants daily through special trains to their native places. Till now we have sent about 75000 migrants. Now, special buses for migrants have also started operating to districts of western UP from Ludhiana.

We have set up Migrant Help Desks at different places in all Police Stations of Ludhiana to help them in their safe return. This is an initiative to prevent panic among migrants, provide them with the right information and support them through ration/shelter homes facility/tickets, as per their requirement.

In addition to their routine Covid duties, the personnel of Ludhiana Police are serving free milk to the needy families who have small children.

PATIALA POLICE DISTRIBUTES 904 DRY RATION PACKETS TO NEEDY PERSONS

Patiala: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Patiala. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Patiala Police has done several
commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

Patiala Police have been distributed approximately 904 Dry Ration and Cooked Food Packets to needy people including migrants of other states, who are travelling on the way to their homes by District Police, Patiala.

Senior Superintendent of Police S. Mandeep Singh Sidhu with Team Patiala Police distributed Biscuits and Water Bottles to almost 1151 migrants, who were going to their native villages by Train from Patiala Junction to Gonda (UP).

Patiala police were distributed 120 Packets of Lassi to on duty employees in the area of Police Station City Rajpura. Ration packets were provided to 03 families in the area of Police Station Banur. At Naka Point, AGM Resort Basantpura langar was also served to 50 migrant labourers and also given footwear to the needy.

Director General of Police Dinkar Gupta awarded 25 officers of District Police, Patiala with DGP Commendation Disc Award. SSP S. Mandeep Singh Sidhu provided DISC Award to these 25 Police officials and appreciated the work done by them.

Patiala Police achieved great success by seizing 20 Barrels of Illicit Liquor (Ethanol Natural Alcohol) on 18.05.2020. On behalf of secret information DSP Manpreet Singh posted at Ghanour alongwith his team raided a Tubewell store located in village Pabri, Ghanour, Patiala and recovered a large quantity (20 Barrels) of Illicit Liquor. Further process is under investigation.
RUPNAGAR POLICE MOTIVATES PEOPLE TO MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCING

Rupnagar: As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in Rupnagar. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, Rupnagar Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

Rupnagar Police has taken stern action against the violators and has issued 25 challans of violators. 02 FIRs are registered against the violator and accused has been arrested.

Police and Civil Administration is making concrete efforts to provide facilities and to redress the grievances of public arose due to COVID-19. Today 282 migrant labourers have been sent to their native village/distt. from district Rupnagar.

Inter-Stat and Inter-district Nakas round the clock have been set up to keep check on the movement of the people coming to Punjab State. Today 27 persons entered into district Rupnagar through inter State ways, their medical
check up has been done by the medical teams. Total 1032 vehicles checked on these nakas and 20 vehicle challaned and 2 vehicle impound on these nakas.

Rupnagar Police also motivating people to maintain social distancing, wearing mask and washing hand so that Corona Virus could be prevented from spreading.

**SBS NAGAR POLICE DISTRIBUTES RATION TO NEEDY PEOPLE**

SBS Nagar:  As part of the efforts being made by the Punjab Government to deal with the Covid-19 Pandemic, Punjab Police has done exemplary work in SBS Nagar. As per the directions of DGP Punjab Sh. Dinkar Gupta, SBS Nagar Police has done several commendable works in addition to their duties which is as under:-

SBS Nagar Police ensured effective lock down implementation and ensured that the poor and needy persons are taken care of. SBS Nagar Police distributed 250 ration kits with the help of civil societies and NGOs.

Police official of Naka Village Langroya, PS Sadar Nawanshhar, congratulated a newly married couple for obeying curfew rules during their marriage ceremony. Constable Sarbjit Singh distributed ration kit to an elderly person adopted by SBS Nagar Police. Constable Surjit Kumar PS City Nawanshhar and Constable Sukhwinder Singh PS Sadar Nawanshhar distributed ration kits to 9 migrant labourers